
 

Model suggests sharing 46% of COVID-19
vaccines with low-income countries to protect
people worldwide
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the integrated mathematical model. a, The multistrain
model. A linear strain space and local movement by a one-direction stepwise
mutation are considered. M denotes the number of possible strains; μm denotes
the mutation probability per infection. b, The SVEIRD model. Susceptible
individuals (S) become vaccinated (V) at a vaccination rate determined by the
global vaccine allocation strategy. Vaccinated individuals become susceptible
after losing vaccinal immunity. Exposed individuals (\({E}_{m}^{S}\) and
\({E}_{m}^{V}\)) are those infected by strain m and are divided into two
classes, either with or without vaccinal immunity. Exposed individuals first
become infectious (\({I}_{m}^{S}\) and \({I}_{m}^{V}\)) and then transition
to either the recovered state (R) or the deceased state (D). For simplicity, we
assume that co-infection is not possible and recovered individuals are immune to
the disease. c, The SVEIRD-based metapopulation model. Due to travel
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restrictions, infectious and deceased individuals do not move between countries.
Credit: DOI: 10.1038/s41562-022-01289-8

A team of researchers affiliated with multiple institutions in China has
applied mathematics to the problem of COVID-19 vaccine distribution.
In their paper published in the journal Nature Human Behaviour, the
group describes calculating an equitable vaccine distribution level that
would protect the most people. Dan Yamin, with Tel Aviv University,
published a News & Views piece in the same journal issue outlining the
work done by the team in China.

Shortly after scientists developed vaccines to protect people against
COVID-19, it became clear that many more people in high-income
countries were receiving the vaccine than were those living in countries
at the lower end of the economic scale. The gulf has widened throughout
the pandemic, as people in the U.S., Europe and other high-income
places have received booster shots even as many people in poor countries
have yet to receive any vaccine. Scientists warn that this situation is not
in the best interest of people in either economic category because if
people in low-income countries are not vaccinated, then the virus will
keep mutating, prolonging the pandemic, and many more people in the
low-income countries will die.

In this new effort, the researchers applied math to the problem. They
wanted to know what percentage of all vaccines produced should be
given to people living in lower-income countries to reduce the risk of
new variants emerging, while still providing as much protection as
possible for those living in high-income countries. Their calculations
showed the optimal percentage to be 46%. If high-income countries send
almost half of all the vaccines made to low-income countries around the
world and give the rest to the high-end countries, it would substantially
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reduce the development of new variants, save millions of lives and set
the world on the path toward a future without COVID-19. Doing so
would, of course, mean sacrifice on the part of high-income
countries—there would not be enough vaccines for everyone—but the
long-term objective of drastically reducing the impact of the virus on the
world, they claim, would be the morally right thing to do.

  More information: Yang Ye et al, Equitable access to COVID-19
vaccines makes a life-saving difference to all countries, Nature Human
Behaviour (2022). DOI: 10.1038/s41562-022-01289-8 

Dan Yamin, Vaccine inequality benefits no one, Nature Human
Behaviour (2022). DOI: 10.1038/s41562-022-01297-8
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